Invisible Material: Artquest Lifeboat Residency (2018-19) final event
Tuesday 26th March 2019

6.30pm-8.45pm, Lecture Theatre B London College of Communication.

This event was organised by BLUNT, a collective of artists associated with Artquest’s 2018-19 Lifeboat
residency. BLUNT described the process, benefits and successes of the Artquest-funded peer mentoring
group and showcased new work. The title, Invisible Material, refers to the practice of mutual support that
has contributed to both the residency and peer mentoring group. The event was compered by Mētra
Saberova

Welcome and introduction to Artquest’s 2018-9 Lifeboat Residency Nick Kaplony
Nick Kaplony is a visual artist, freelance curator and senior programme coordinator at Artquest. He has a
broadrange of skills acquired from 18 years of working within the arts sector. www.nickkaplony.com
Lifeboat is a residency for University of the Arts London (UAL) graduates, run by Artquest in partnership
with ACAVA and funded by ArtsTemps, UAL's internal recruitment service. Lifeboat aims to support art
graduates in the transition from university to professional life by providing an ACAVA studio, feedback on
practice and development of networks, all things that often fall away outside of art school.
The model of support provided by Lifeboat changed over the years. From 2012 – 2014 the award targeted
BA graduates, selecting four individual artists through open call for the residency. Awardees benefitted
from a fully subsidised studio space and a programme of group crits with respected art world figures
convened by a dedicated residency mentor. In 2015 the residency refocused to support MA graduates with
additional support form University of the Arts London’s Postgraduate Community.
In 2018, the residency’s most recent incarnation, applications were invited from pre-established groups of
four MA graduates. The selected artists for 2018 were Sabrina Fuller, Davide Meneghello, Mētra Saberova
and Jojo Taylor. In this, its final year the award provided a fully subsidised shared studio, a one to one
mentoring programme for studio artists with established art world professionals of their choosing and a
£1800 grant to establish and run regular peer mentoring sessions with a group of 12 artists.

Invisible Material: A group residency and a peer mentoring group – a productive process
of mutual support. Sabrina Fuller, Lead Artist

This presentation concerns the ‘Invisible Material’ that is generated through the process of working
together to achieve common goals or aspirations. And how it builds relationships based on appreciation
and respect.
Our Lifeboat group residency, our application for the residency and how we implemented it, was based in
those principles. We are an intergenerational and international group, and our collective and collaborative
working is a celebration of difference.
This has too a political dimension. Contemporary society is becoming increasingly fragmented and we are
feeling increasingly powerless and collective action resist the purposeful fracturing of our communities.
Davide Meneghello and I studied MA photography together at LCC and our practice had particular
commonalities – his work focused on re-purposing the archive to highlight the Queer, and mine on
exploring female subjectivity, through a feminist lens. And so we supported each other throughout the
course, through mutual crits, sharing books and articles and through discussion of the themes of our work.
When the Lifeboat residency was advertised we were keen to apply – and the group nature of the
residency was as much a draw as the studio, mentoring and funding for the peer mentoring group. Only
one problem – there was only two of us and we needed four of us to apply.
So we started desperately seeking crew for our Lifeboat – we emailed everyone we could think of who
might know eligible UAL MA fine art graduates. We asked for graduates whose practice was concerned
with confronting the current historical and political playground through engaged interdisciplinary
practice, and picturing other futures and development of new vocabularies as a political strategy.
And after a while Jojo got in touch, and we loved the visual and sonic richness of her work.

We arranged to meet up, and asked if she knew anyone else who might be interested and she brought
Mētra, who, with her use of both her own body and hilarious animated film to explore the objectification
of the female body, was the perfect complement to our group.

We all met up for the first time at the ICA, decided we liked each other, and planned our application,
which rested as much on our difference Then when we were short-listed we meet up again – less
glamorously at the Friends’ Meeting House – and planned our interview strategy.
We were interviewed by Nick Kaplony, Kat Buchanan – who became a great support to us – and Duncan
Edwards, artistic director and founder of ACAVA who owned the studio and are partners in the residency.
And they gave us the gig! And a beautiful studio in Limehouse Art Foundation.

First we worked together to make it clean and comfortable and hospitable. And then we settled down to
work. The group residency became a community of artists – after we’d set up the studio we set up the
peer mentoring group. And through the residency we’d give each other informal crits, we’d communicate
regularly by email and Whats App if we didn’t see each other and we would encourage and congratulate
each other. It was productive and enjoyable and I think we all found it easier to work when there was one
of the rest of the group there in the studio.

The peer mentoring group was Sarah Carne, Andrew Rickett, Daria Blum, Mark Goldby, M.Lohrum,
Margaret Leppard, Krasimira Butseva and Sean Burns. Each one of us the core group invited two other
artists that we thought would contribute to the peer group and who could manage to get to the meetings.
The group worked well together. Intergenerational, international, with very different types of practice, we
quickly built up relationships based on mutual respect. We formed ourselves in to BLUNT collective, and
established an Instagram presence (@bluntblunt_)

and a Twitter presence @BLUNTcollective.

The sustained attendance at our monthly meetings was evidence that members enjoyed the sessions– or
perhaps the vegetarian curries – the ‘family meal’ round a long table that opened each meeting.

.
Every meeting included two or three crits, and sometimes a workshop. Sarah Carne ran a workshop on
confidence, M.Lohrum on collaborative drawing and Krasimira Butseva on failure.

We held one particular workshop to work out where our common interests lay, to lay the foundation for
applications to galleries for group shows. Mark Goldby and and Daria Blum planned the warm-up for this
session.

We walked mindfully together and then we made art together on a roll of lining paper, to help us better
understand each others’ practice.

We worked together to try to define our shared interests and the sorts of opportunities that might be
open to us.

In the end we made two major applications for shows – one in Belfast focusing on ‘What we have been
given’ and the notion of the contemporary, and another to Castlefield Gallery in Manchester for their
members’ exhibition focusing on the notion of ‘The Practice of Doing’ – and the relationships and
networks – the Invisible Material that is generated by working collectively to deliver shared projects.
Neither of these were successful, but we received very positive feedback and we learnt a lot through the

process, particularly in relation to presenting curators with absolute clarity about the theme of a proposed
exhibition, what will be included and how that relates to the theme.
We delivered two projects. Everyone – led by Jojo Taylor - contributed to the organisation of our
exhibition for Limeside Art Foundation’s Open Studios.

And everyone contributed to the organisation of this final event - particular thanks to Krasimira Butseva
for organising all the publicity and Andrew Rickett taking care of the audio-visuals.
The Lifeboat year has been an incredible opportunity and experience for all of us who were involved. It did
take a lot of time and effort on everyone’s part, and I think one thing we did learn was the need to have
some explicit shared points of exploration if we were to apply successfully for group shows. However we
gained a lot of mutual support; we worked closely with artists whose practice was very different from our
own and we built up enduring networks and relationships. The Lifeboat crew have got themselves a (much
smaller) studio together at Deptford Old Police Station and Mark Goldby has volunteered to organise the
next meeting of BLUNT collective.

So, to sum up, I’d like to thank Artquest for giving us the opportunity, the rest of the Lifeboat crew and all
of BLUNT collective for being so good to work with. A particular mention for Sean Burns
(https://seanfrancisburns.com) and Sarah Carne (http://www.sarahcarne.co.uk) , who aren’t showing work
today, but have been highly respected members of the group who have supported throughout.
Lifeboat rescued me from the sea of uncertainty that is graduating from a fine art MA and helped me to
know I was an artist, and part of a community of artists.

Part I – Video and Performance
M.Lohrum The Party is Over, and Between You and Me II, 2018
2 HD videos, 10 minutes
M.Lohrum’s practice is inspired by the uncertain nature of our social/political context and artistic creation.
She explores drawing as a trace or a consequence of performative processes. Her creative process is an
oscillation between pairs of opposites such as intuition-reasoning, personal-universal experience,
figurative-abstract, presence-absence; exploring the possibilities in between these concepts. She is a
Spanish artist based in London. She holds a MFA from Central Saint Martin, UAL (2017).
www.mlohrum.com
'The Party is Over' and 'Between you and me II' are part of ‘Re-thinking the Trace’, a dynamic changeable
exhibition project based on site-specific performative drawing and supported by Tenerife Espacio de las
Artes (TEA). It involves 3 exhibitions at Red de Espacios Tea (Garachico, Candelaria and Santa Cruz) in
Tenerife, Spain, along 2018 and 2019.
In this project the features of the exhibition space play a fundamental role in the production of M.Lohrum’s
works, since they directly influence their appearance. On moving the show to a new place, the same
intended performance routines are repeated, but the resulting drawings are different due to the
characteristics of the new space.
The show creates a physical and intellectual framework for the audience to re-consider historically
established conventions, which no longer make sense for contemporary art. Concepts such as ‘space
mediation’, ‘trace’, ‘exhibition’, or ‘art media’, can be re-examined by witnessing and experiencing new
ways of producing and reflecting on 21st Century art.
For further information about this project, or to watch the videos of the performances, please
visit www.mlohrum.com/re-thinking-the-trace

Daria Blum Still Untitled (excerpt) 2018
HD video, 5 min
Daria Blum scrutinises habitual behaviours to demonstrate their relevance in inherited and acquired
trauma, overturning power relationships, proposing weaknesses and vulnerability as tools for
empowerment, and suffering and distress as the driving forces in (re-)generative processes. She is a Swiss
artist who graduated with a BA in Fine Art from Central Saint Martins, UAL (2017). www.dariablum.com
A Still
Are you [still] breathing, are you [still] breathing (--- --)? - --- --- -------, -------, ------- [at all]. Do you believe it?
Do you believe that --- true? [oh] I wish I'd gone and checked, I wish I'd gone and checked -- ---.

Jojo Taylor My Year in a Lifeboat (excerpt), 2018
HD video 10 min
Jojo Taylor Is intrigued by the absurd, uncanny, powerful and playful aspects of life, by the moments
when we lose our very sense of self, Jojo make moving tableaux that often incorporate, sound, song,
performance and film. She is interested in the psychological impact of sound and endeavours to harness
its affective qualities within her work. She holds an MA from Central Saint Martins (2017).
www.jojotaylorart.wordpress.com
There are many ways to approach a residency. Jojo decided to set herself a rule to work on a new idea
every single visit to the studio. It was a demanding and risky rule and was a great way to generate and
develop ideas: From short moving tableaux, sound pieces and larger scale work. This method of
working allowed Jojo the freedom to develop any ideas that came to mind and enabled her to utilise the
large studio space to its full potential. Jojo became more efficient at improvisation and trusting her
instincts.
The resulting work incorporates sound, song, performance and film in which costumed characters
perform surreal, carnivalesque scenes displaying ritualistic tendencies..
Jojo’s film My Year in a Lifeboat Extract 1, stitches together some of the work produced during the year
where she attempts to magnify the sometimes bizarre nature of different events in a fragmented
narrative, often possessing a dreamscape quality, as she inquires into the relationship between the
‘ordinary’ and the ‘strange’, offering an other-worldly alternative to reality.

Mark Goldby Ritual, Pink Ritual, 2018, HD video, 9.09
Mark Goldby makes work that looks at the intersections of mind and body, perceiving them as separate
entities that are intent on becoming one. His objects are totems of childhood, full of dark subconscious
desires and curious states of mind. He holds an MFA from Wimbledon College of Arts, UAL (2016).
www.instagram.com/m.goldby
This work is a ritual in pink. In isolated woodland on the borderlands I step naked into a sun drenched
patch and wind myself up in the pink safety blanket. I lay inside for some time, allowing nature to buzz
around, becoming a part of the scenery. I am between the comfort of home and the chaos of the wilds,
existing between two states with my body as the bridge.
This film was made during residency on Rodd Farm at the Sidney Nolan Trust, Hereford. The local
woodland is a place of blurred borders between England and Wales, isolation and ancient mystery. It
became a liminal space, a place of ritual and discovery where undisturbed I explored transformation and
identity.

Part II– Performative Presentations)
Krasimira Butseva and Mētra Saberova How to Get Home Safe at Night, 2019,
Slides featuring animations with vocal narration, 10 min
Krasimira Butseva employs different media to tell stories exploring trauma and collective histories to
bring back the voices of the past, particularly in relation to Eastern European history, politics, culture and
memory. She completed MA Photography (2017) and BA Photography (2016) at the University of
Portsmouth. She is one of the co-founders of Revolv Collective, as well as the exhibition organiser of
London Independent Photography.
www.krasimirabutseva.co.uk
Metra Saberova uses her own orchestrated experiences of medical tourism procedures as a public
platform for discussion of the cultural, political and social meanings assigned to the female body,
approaching these morally and ethically charged issues from a comical perspective. A Latvian artist and
curator based in London, she graduated from a MFA Central Saint Martins, UAL (2017)
www.metrasaberova.com
How to get home safe at night is a collaborative performance developed through illustrations by Mētra
Saberova and writing by Krasimira Butseva, exploring ways to get home safe at night as a female with
humorous and absurd elements. The female turns into a superhero in Saberova’s drawings, while in the
text she encounters various mundane and ridiculous situations on her way home. The narrative running
through the work is inspired by personal experiences, stories from female friends and comments of
strangers on the Internet.

Davide Meneghello The Rejected - constructing the Homosexual, 2018,
35 mm slide and vocal narration, 10 min
Davide Meneghello’s work uses photography, slide, text and installation as a space to investigate
meaning and ideas concerned with gender representation, queer history and the construction of the
homosexual discourse. Other recurrent themes in his practice are historical narratives, systems of
representation and archival practices. He completed a MA Photography at University of the Arts London
(2016). davidemeneghello.com.
www.davidemenhello.com
The Rejected (2018-19), is a new body of work which looks at homosexual representation in the second
part of the last century. The eponymous archival footage, premiered on US television in 1961, was the first
documentary on homosexuality to be broadcast to a mass audience. The scientific approach undertaken
by the documentary is brought into question through the alternation of queer poetry and literary sources,
produced by artists and writers, from 1956 to today.
Throughout the slide performance the oppositional registers of science and literature interweave in raw
counterpoint. Words by James Baldwin, Essex Hemphill and Mark Goldby bring the queer time and voice
into an institutional arena, where historically contingent discourses seem unable to achieve resolution.
‘Suspended on the way of a discovery, I tremble. I wait for the disclosure of a possible scenario .. I digest a
heavy lunch, contemplating crumbs of history’
Essex Hemphill, 1989

Andrew Rickett Vipunen,
2018 Slides and vocal narration, 10 minutes.
Andrew Rickett re-works the experiential vitality and affective qualities of material and object-hood.
Destroying material hierarchies, bringing loaded histories and narratives from previous or intended usage
he builds coalitions of data, image, histories, scale, utility, reality, and myth. He is a London based artist
and curator. He holds a MFA from Chelsea College of Art (2015).
www.andrewrickett.tumblr.com
Using the ancient pre-monotheistic Suomi epic poem ‘the Kalevala’ as a conceptual and critical
springboard Andrew Rickett reflected upon the use of materiality and non-human agency in his practice.
The talk particularly focused on the section relating the figure of Vipunen, a giant ogre who travels the
earth learning the incantations which compose the working forces of the known world, then resting and
becoming a cave. The linguistic knowledge Vipunen has gathered becomes sedimented and crystalised
into the structure of the cavern that is the ogres transformed body.

Louhi Shapeshifter of Pohyola,
Bioresin, Cinnamon,
Dehydrated Strawberries, Oats,
Pine,Pine needles
(fresh and Carbonised), Sand
86x110x4cm
2019

Ichthyhead,
Formed fossil cast in algae,
shipping container paint and rust
60x40x30cm
2018

Rattus Rattus,
Atomised Beer Crate, House Brick,
Found Rib Bones, ‘Sea Heart’ Bean
35x35x5cm
2018

Part III– Videos
Sabrina Fuller To Meet the Sea, 2019,
HD video, 10 min
Sabrina Fuller is interested in how groups and individuals respond to society’s expectations: how
objectification and exclusion from mainstream society can give license to chart other ways of being and
develop the language of difference and form unlikely alliances. She graduated in MA photography in 2016
from the LCC, University of the Arts London. She was lead artist for the 2017-18 Artquest Lifeboat
residency. www.sabrinafuller.com
Journeying downstream from tidal limit, high tide to high tide, twelve hours and twenty minutes. Dawn till
dusk. Thirteen women’s voices. Cycles of the moon govern cycles of the tide: unending turning,
movement and change. Spirals between surface and river bed. Women’s words repeat, echo and
contradict: eddies and opposing streams. A bird, a boat, some birds. Continuities and discontinuities
through a lifetime, fluctuating between younger and older selves. Water flowing upstream. Seven metres,
rising, between high and low tides. Bridge after bridge. Currents move in layers, back or forward, voices in
layers, words emerging and submerging like flotsam and jetsam. Half-buried selves appear, then
disappear. Cargoes full of waste. The river just flows: you haven’t really changed at all in all these years. All
the selves we have been or imagine ourselves to have been. No true self, but multiple continuities over
time. Light reflecting from the water. The new an endless recycling of the ever always the same. We were
going to change the world. Spiralling, flowing in to the darkness. To meet the sea.

Krasimira Butseva Balkan Mine, 2016-present
HD video, 10 min
(for CV see above)
Balkan Mine is a study of the personal journey of the artist shifting between layers of history, memory and
trauma in relation to the communist rule in Bulgaria. Visiting spaces used for torture and forced labour,
collecting stories from survivors and ancestors and recording the individual experience of an outsider
allows for a bridge between the past and present to be formulated. The multiple layers of sound permit
many perspectives to emerge to the surface in relation to suffrage and acceptance. The red filter takes
over all the landscapes creating a notion of violence whilst obliterating the sublime. Constructing an
image of the unseen aims to point to the post memory and intergenerational trauma carrying in the
contemporary Bulgarian society.
Also here is a link to the film: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqxoQyCfjdE

Invisible Material: Artquest Lifeboat Residency (2018-19) final event
Tuesday 26th March 6.30pm-8.45pm, Lecture Theatre B London College of Communication.
PROGRAMME
6.30pm Welcome and introduction to Artquest’s 2018-9 Lifeboat Residency Nick Kaplony
6.40 Invisible Material: A group residency and a peer mentoring group – a productive process of mutual
support. Sabrina Fuller (lead artist).
6.55 – 7.30 Part I – Video and Performance
M.Lohrum The Party is Over, and Between You and Me II, 2018 2 HD videos, 10 minutes
'The Party is Over' and 'Between you and me II' are part of ‘Re-thinking the Trace’, a dynamic changeable
exhibition project based on site-specific performative drawing. Concepts such as ‘space mediation’,
‘trace’, ‘exhibition’, or ‘art media’, can be re-examined by witnessing and experiencing new ways of
producing.
Daria Blum Still Untitled (excerpt), 2018 HD video, 5 min
A Still
Are you [still] breathing, are you [still] breathing (--- --)? - --- --- -------, -------, ------- [at all]. Do you believe it?
Do you believe that --- true? [oh] I wish I'd gone and checked, I wish I'd gone and checked -- ---.
Jojo Taylor My Year in a Lifeboat (excerpt), 2018 HD video 10 min
Intrigued by the absurd, powerful and playful aspects of life, by the moments when we lose our very sense
of self, Jojo makes tableaux that incorporate, sound, song, performance and film.
Mark Goldby Ritual, Performance and Pink, 2018, 3 videos, total running time 10 minutes
In this work, made during a residency in Hereford Mark explores the adaptability of his art practice,
watching as his sense of self is distorted by the new consext. What is he drawn to and who does he
become in this collision?
10 minute break
7.40 -8.10pm Part II– Performative Presentations)
Krasimira Butseva and Metra Saberova How to Get Home Safe at Night, 2019, Slides featuring
animations with vocal narration, 10 min
Davide Meneghello The Rejected - constructing the Homosexual, 2018,35 mm slide and vocal narration, 10
min
The Rejected explores the historical representation of homosexuality through the oppositional registers of
science and literature.
Andrew Rickett Vipunen, 2018 Slides and vocal narration, 10 minutes.
Vipunen uses selected sections of the Suomi poem the Kallavela to navigate the processes within the
artist’s work.
8.10-8.30 Part III– Videos
Sabrina Fuller To Meet the Sea, 2019, HD video, 10 min

Sound flows in and out of voices and images in a journey along the tidal Thames with its currents and
counter-currents, eddies, spirals, to explore becoming older as cyclical, non-linear and parallel
manifestations of time.
Krasimira Butseva Balkan Ours, 2016-present HD video, 10 min
The film explores the political violence experienced by the Bulgarian nation during the rule of
communism.
8.30-8.45 Summary, questions and discussion chaired by Metra Saberova.

Nick Kaplony is a visual artist, freelance curator and senior programme coordinator at Artquest. He has a
broadrange of skills acquired from 18 years of working within the arts sector.
Sean Burns is an artist and collaborator, electronic musician interested in social histories and exploring
how historical, personal and archival materials become active in the present. He holds a BA in Fine Art
from Goldsmiths College (2014). He is a member of the electronic music outfit Boy With Wings and
contributes to online platform Queerzone3000.
Krasimira Butseva employs different media to tell stories exploring trauma and collective histories to
bring back the voices of the past, particularly in relation to Eastern European history, politics, culture and
memory. She completed MA Photography (2017) and BA Photography (2016) at the University of
Portsmouth. She is one of the co-founders of Revolv Collective, as well as the exhibition organiser of
London Independent Photography
Daria Blum scrutinises habitual behaviours to demonstrate their relevance in inherited and acquired
trauma, overturning power relationships, proposing weaknesses and vulnerability as tools for
empowerment, and suffering and distress as the driving forces in (re-)generative processes. She is a Swiss
artist who graduated with a BA in Fine Art from Central Saint Martins, UAL (2017).
Sarah Carne’s ongoing research interests are concerned with perceptions of status and authority and in
exploring how confidence impacts on our access to opportunities and spaces. She is interested in devising
ways to counteract and subvert structural privilege with a particularfocus on gender and age. She holds a
MFA from Goldsmiths College (2002). She is an artist and educator who collaborates regularly with
institutions including Tate, Whitechapel Gallery and the British Museum.
Sabrina Fuller is interested in how groups and individuals respond to society’s expectations: how
objectification and exclusion from mainstream society can give license to chart other ways of being and
develop the language of difference and form unlikely alliances. She graduated in MA photography in 2016
from the LCC, University of the Arts London. She is lead artist for the 2017-18 Artquest Lifeboat residency.
Mark Goldby makes work that looks at the intersections of mind and body, perceiving them as separate
entities that are intent on becoming one. His objects are totems of childhood, full of dark subconscious
desires and curious states of mind. He holds an MFA from Wimbledon College of Arts, UAL (2016).
Margaret Leppard looks at how language develops, distributes and helps us understand power; at how
my position as ‘other’ can both aid and frustrate an ability to be understood, and what we can learn from
creating our many selves. Margaret (nee Richard) Leppard graduated from the MA in Fine Art at Chelsea
College of Art (2018).
M.Lohrum’s practice is inspired by the uncertain nature of our social/political context and artistic creation.
Her creative process is an oscillation between pairs of opposites such as intuition-reasoning, personaluniversal experience, figurative-abstract, presence-absence; exploring the possibilities in between these
concepts. She is a Spanish artist based in London. She holds a MFA from Central Saint Martin, UAL (2017).
Davide Meneghello investigates meaning and ideas concerned with social change, historical narratives
and political possibilities as also notions of memory and materiality. re-contextualisation and installation
practices allowing the proposition of an altered path of thought and interpretation. He completed a MA
Photography at University of the Arts London (2016).
Andrew Rickett re-works the experiential vitality and affective qualities of material and object-hood.
Destroying material hierarchies, bringing loaded histories and narratives from previous or intended usage
he builds coalitions of data, image, histories, scale, utility, reality, and myth. He is a London based artist
and curator. He holds a MFA from Chelsea College of Art (2015).
Metra Saberova uses her own orchestrated experiences of medical tourism procedures as a public
platform for discussion of the cultural, political and social meanings assigned to the female body,
approaching these morally and ethically charged issues from a comical perspective. A Latvian artist and
curator based in London, she graduated from a MFA Central Saint Martins, UAL (2017)

Jojo Taylor focuses on altered states of consciousness, including hallucinations, out of body experiences,
sleep disorders and grief. She is drawn to the mysterious, uncovering, resurrecting or immortalising
memories, environments, objects, stories or beliefs through re-imaging profound emotions. She holds a
MFA from Central Saint Martins (2017).

